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UNAIDS resource allocation estimates to achieve “universal access” to HIV
of multiple concur- prevention by 2010 (in millions of U.S. dollars). Although interventions for highrent partnerships am- risk populations are crucial, the resource allocation recommended by UNAIDS is
ong both sexes and too small for those approaches likely to have a major impact on generalized hetlack of MC (8), with erosexual epidemics. (Note: Much of the funding for categories such as “high-risk
an HIV prevalence of populations” would actually go for interventions like condom promotion.)
25% (1) (see SOM).
Several current prevention approaches eralized epidemics, there is no evidence of a
have value, and the search for new, more effec- primary role (2, 4, 10, 11). This is because contive interventions must continue. However, sistent condom use has not reached a suffiespecially given the severe human resource ciently high level, even after many years of
constraints in Africa, we are arguing for a shift widespread and often aggressive promotion, to
in prevention priorities.
produce a measurable slowing of new infections in the generalized epidemics of SubWeaker Evidence for Effectiveness
Saharan Africa. When most transmission
For generalized epidemics, most emphasis occurs within more regular and, typically, conhas been placed on the three “established” current partnerships, consistent condom use is
pillars of HIV prevention: condom promo- exceedingly difficult to maintain (2, 4, 7, 10).
tion and distribution, voluntary counseling
HIV testing. Unfortunately, reviews of
and testing (VCT), and treatment of other many studies have shown no consistent
sexually transmitted infections (STIs) (4). reduction in risk for those who test HIVRecently, the USA’s global AIDS program negative, although risk reductions in some
has also promoted abstinence. Although it who test positive have been reported (4, 12,
can be difficult to assess exactly why HIV 13). Several HIV and STI incidence studies
prevalence has fallen in some generalized in Africa have found no population-level
epidemics, two other factors stand out as par- impact of VCT (12–14). Although a critical
ticularly important: the epidemic’s natural link to life-prolonging treatment, HIV testprogression, as the most susceptible popula- ing is therefore unlikely to substantially
tions become infected and die (9), and alter the epidemic’s course [the potential for
behavior change, particularly declines in domestic violence against women who test
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everal decades into the AIDS pandemic,
HIV transmission in most of the world
remains firmly concentrated among sex
workers, men who have sex with men (MSM),
injecting drug users (IDUs), and their sex partners (1). In some parts of Africa, where over
two-thirds of infections occur globally, HIV
has expanded outside these high-risk groups,
creating generalized, predominantly heterosexual epidemics. In nine southern African
countries, more than 12% of adults are infected with HIV. Such devastating epidemics
have frequently been attributed to poverty, limited health services, illiteracy, war, and gender
inequity. Although these grave problems
demand an effective response in their own
right, they do not appear to be the immediate
causes of generalized epidemics (2).
Some assumptions that drive current HIV
prevention strategies are unsupported by rigorous evidence. The presumption, for example, that poverty increases vulnerability to
HIV infection is challenged by studies such as
an analysis of recent Demographic and Health
Surveys (DHSs) from Africa, which shows a
strong positive correlation between HIV
prevalence and wealth in eight countries
examined (3, 4) [see supporting online material (SOM)]. Among Kenyan women, HIV
prevalence is 3.9% in the lowest economic
quintile and 12% in the highest. A study of
serodiscordant couples found that, across 12
African nations, the woman was the HIVinfected partner in 34 to 62% of these couples,
which suggests that many infections are not,
as is commonly assumed, brought into the
relationship by the man (4, 5). African regions
suffering from conflict, genocide, and rape,
such as Rwanda, Congo, and Angola, are

The largest investments in AIDS prevention
targeted to the general population are being
made in interventions where the evidence for
large-scale impact is uncertain.
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What Works

Male circumcision. Over 45 observational, biological, and other studies from the last 20 years
have shown that MC significantly reduces the
risk of heterosexual HIV infection (2, 7, 19,
20). The population-level effect of widespread
MC is observed in west Africa, where HIV has
been present for many decades, yet prevalence
remains relatively low (1, 7, 19, 20). All three
recent RCTs of MC in Africa were stopped
early for ethical reasons when initial findings
demonstrated at least 60% reduction in HIV
risk (19, 20). The population-level impact, taking into account “herd immunity,” could be
even greater if a large proportion of men
become circumcised (19, 20). Unlike most
other interventions, MC is a one-time proce-
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dure that confers lifelong protection. Modeling
suggests that MC could avert up to 5.7 million
new HIV infections and 3 million deaths over
the next 20 years in Sub-Saharan Africa, many
of these among women (21).
A dozen acceptability studies and on-theground experience in many high-HIV-prevalence African countries demonstrate that the
majority of uncircumcised men and their
female partners accept and want MC services
(typically for reasons of hygiene and sexual
pleasure) (22). In Swaziland, men almost
rioted because circumcision services were not
available (20). Studies suggest that up to
80% in high HIV-prevalence countries like
Botswana and Swaziland would seek MC if it
were safe and inexpensive (22).
Donor agencies have the opportunity to be
proactive, but African governments and civil
society must take the lead, as has begun to
occur in several countries (19). MC must be
combined with behavior change, especially
promotion of partner reduction and consistent
condom use (1, 2, 19). Over time MC, which
has been called a “surgical vaccine,” would
probably protect more women, albeit indirectly, than nearly any other achievable HIV
prevention strategy (19–21).
Reducing multiple sexual partnerships.
Another preventive measure that has had a
powerful impact and that could have even
greater effect, if it were more widely and
assertively promoted, is partner reduction (2,
4, 7, 11, 18, 23–25). In Uganda, HIV prevalence declined dramatically following the
extensive “Zero Grazing” campaign of the
late 1980s (2, 7,11, 23).WHO surveys conducted in 1989 and 1995 found a >50%
reduction in the number of people reporting
multiple and casual partners (11, 23–25). In
Kenya, partner reduction and fidelity also
appear to have been the main behavioral
change associated with the recent HIV
decline (2, 4, 7). Similar behavior change has
been reported in DHS surveys in Zimbabwe,
where HIV has also fallen (1, 2, 7, 26), along
with Ethiopia (7, 11), Côte d’Ivoire, and
urban Malawi (see SOM). In Swaziland, the
number of people reporting two or more
partners in the past month was halved after
an aggressive 2006 campaign focusing on
the danger of having a “secret lover” (7).
There are, however, few demonstrated
replicable approaches to reducing multiple
sexual partnerships on a large scale. Nonetheless, mass mobilization of the community,
as occurred with gay men in the United States
and among heterosexuals in Uganda, can effectively encourage behavior change (18, 23, 25).
And the Ugandan experience suggests that
both partner reduction and combating stigma
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can be successfully achieved (24, 25).
What Can Be Done Now?

Currently, the largest donor investments are
being made in interventions for which evidence of large-scale impact is increasingly
weak, whereas much lower priority is given to
interventions for which the evidence of potential impact is greatest (see figure, page 749).
About 1% of total requested funding is for
MC, and probably only a fraction of “community mobilization and mass media” and “workplace” efforts would be focused on reducing
multiple and concurrent sexual partnerships.
This balance needs to be reassessed.
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positive must also be considered (15)].
Treatment of other STIs. Six randomized
controlled trials (RCTs) to measure the impact
of STI treatment on HIV transmission have
been published. Although the first study, in
Mwanza, Tanzania, found a nearly 40% reduction in HIV when STIs were treated through
syndromic management, subsequent trials
found no effect on HIV (16). Two recent RCTs
to prevent HIV acquisition by treating genital
herpes have been similarly discouraging (17).
Although STI treatment remains critical for
broader public health programs, the population-level evidence for impact on HIV transmission, especially in generalized epidemics,
appears minimal.
Vaccines and microbicides. Work on vaccine development has been sadly disappointing. In 2007, large-scale efficacy trials were
stopped prematurely owing to lack of impact
or possibly even harm (17). Attempts
to develop a female-controlled prevention
method have been similarly discouraging; several microbicide candidates (and the cervical
diaphragm) have failed (16). Microbicides
would have considerably lower biological
effectiveness than condoms and, even if effective, might be unlikely to be used consistently
enough, especially in longer-term partnerships, to slow a generalized epidemic.
Abstinence. Abstinence completely prevents sexual transmission, and young people
should be encouraged to delay sexual debut
(18). However, most HIV infections occur
among people in their 20s or older, when most
are sexually active and, thus, abstinence is
unlikely to have a major epidemiological
impact (4, 11).
Interventions such as blood screening and
preventing maternal-to-child transmission
(PMTCT) are clearly effective, but only
address a relatively small proportion of total
HIV transmission.

